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Forward
The Lake Kashagawigamog Organization (LKO) mission statement is:
… to promote the maintenance of a healthy lake environment and ensure a long-term quality of life
for cottagers and residents alike - and other such complementary purposes not inconsistent with
these objectives
At the direction of LKO membership, the LKO has commissioned this report on the health of our lake.
The report will form the foundation for a lake plan which will address these questions:
1 What is the state of the lake now?
2. What do we want Kashagawigamog to look like in 10-20-50 years?
3. What do we value most about the lake and what do we feel is worth preserving?
AND MOST IMPORTANTLY:
4. How can we ensure future generations will be able to enjoy what the lake has to offer today?
There are many lakes associations in Ontario which have successfully undertaken lake planning
processes and are addressing their particular challenges. It is important that we begin to do the same.
First - A Survey
The initial step in the development of the lake plan was to survey property owners on the lake and in
the community at large, to find out their concerns and priorities for the lake. The survey was released in
2010 and 241 property owners responded.
The respondents were equally distributed between Minden Hills and Dysart. On average, they had been
coming to the lake for 34 years and so, when answering the survey questions, had knowledge of the lake
then and now.
The survey showed great concern among owners about water pollution, development, weeds, boating
practices/personal watercraft and water levels .The actions they saw as vital to meeting these concerns
included improving water quality, enforcing safe boating practices, identifying and preserving wetlands,
protecting/improving fish and wildlife habitat, protecting/improving the lake shoreline, promoting
shoreline rehabilitation, developing/enforcing privacy bylaws, discouraging lawns and reducing impact
of outdoor lighting. The results of the survey are available on the LKO website at www.lko.on.ca

Second – A Report on the State of the Lake
In response to those concerns, in the summer of 2011 the LKO contracted with Leora Berman, Manager
of Aquatilus and The Land Between. Her task was to gather baseline data on the lake, to form the
foundation of a lake plan to address not only the survey concerns but also other issues identified by her
research. Specifically her tasks were to:
•
•
•

•
•

identify, estimate and communicate the basic parameters that influence the condition of
Kashagawigamog Lake in Haliburton County;
assess the historical, fundamental and natural baseline condition of the lake and where possible
assess trends in lake health and/or the current condition of the lake;
identify, estimate and communicate the conditions of the surrounding environment (the lake’s
upland basin), which have an impact on the lake and which affect residents’ health and
enjoyment;
highlight and characterize areas of sensitivity and to list and, where possible, evaluate activities
that may be having a negative impact on the lake and its residents; and
provide a foundation of knowledge which forms the basis for public orientation towards
assigning solutions.

The report shows that Kashagawigamog Lake is an important body of water. It lies within an area of
Ontario known as The Land Between (TLB), a region of distinct ecology, culture, and economy which
extends from Georgian Bay to the Kingston area. It is what ecologists call an ecotone - a transition area
between two ecoregions: the St. Lawrence Lowlands and the Canadian Shield. Consequently, it is home
to a diversity of species that are found north and south but also a number of species that rely entirely on
the region and are unique to this area.
As well, the report tells us that Kashagawigamog (an Anishnaabeg name meaning “lake of long and
winding waters”) has been used by man for centuries. It was an important passageway for First Nations
travelling to traditional hunting grounds and for early European settlers who arrived on the lake in the
late 1800s. It was a chosen transportation route for lumber to be delivered south during the early
lumbering years. Kashagawigamog Lake and adjoining Canning Lake were also the first waterway links
between the villages of Minden and Haliburton before the primary roads were completed in 1868. With
the completion of the roads linking this area to southern Ontario, Kashagawigamog became the lake
with the oldest cottaging history in the county and the highest development.
Herein lies the challenge: our activities on and around the lake are contributing to the decline of the
water quality and the species with which we share this place.
How do we know that the lake is declining? The report tells us that the natural state of the lake should
be good water clarity, a moderate amount of plant material (weeds) in the shallows and water
temperatures that support both cold and warm water fish. Instead, there are increasing levels of
nutrients, with reductions in water clarity, dramatic reductions in cold water areas and related oxygen
levels (altering the fisheries distribution and favouring of warm water and invasive species),

deterioration of nurseries and near shore habitats, replaced with both barrenness and areas of algae or
“slime”.
The report outlines some specific activities that can be seen as contributing to this situation: shoreline
development and alterations (management practices, and removal of native shoreline plants), boat
traffic and related boat wakes, septic system effluents, pollution from industrial activities (landfill
(“dumps”) and roadways) and fluctuating water levels, especially drawdowns. Other problematic issues
identified include the conversion of wetland habitats and removal of natural forest cover, with an
increasing development footprint, and lawn fertilization.
Third – Solutions Developed by Property Owners and Community
The solutions to these problems must come from all of us who live on and around the lake. Unless we
begin to address the decline now, our lake will continue to deteriorate to the point where we will no
longer be able to use it and enjoy it as we have in the past.
Consequently, during the spring and summer, 2012, the LKO will organize a number of consultation
sessions. At these sessions, Kashagawigamog Lake property owners and community members will learn
more about the challenges facing our lake, outlined in this report, and contribute to defining our own
solutions.
Once the solutions are identified, they will be added to this document in the fall, 2012, completing our
lake plan and guiding our actions from that point on.

Board of Directors
Lake Kashagawigamog Organization

April 29, 2012

KASHAGAWIGAMOG LAKE REPORT
Executive Summary
The primary goals of this report are:
•
•
•

•

To indentify, estimate and communicate the basic parameters that influence the condition of
Kashagawigamog Lake in Haliburton County;
To assess the historical, fundamental and natural baseline condition of the lake and where
possible assess trends in lake health and/or the current condition of the lake;
To identify, estimate and communicate the conditions of the surrounding environment (the
lake’s upland basin), which have an impact on the lake and which affect resident’s health and
enjoyment;
To highlight and characterize areas of sensitivity and to list, and, where possible evaluate
activities that may be having a negative impact on the lake and its residents.

Lake Kashagawigamog experiences the highest total use for travel, fishing, cottaging and recreation by
individuals, currently and historically, within Haliburton County, however little to no historical, longterm or current concrete data exists to provide for definitive answers or to perfectly weight parameters,
but rather information and parameters are only sufficient to derive sound assessments and to suggest
areas of sensitivity because it is combined and because it highlights issues repeatedly. Trend analyses
are also limited according to the limits of the data.
The natural conditions resulting from the physical situation and chemical processes of Kashagawigamog
Lake give rise to a mesotrophic system- a lake having a mid-level of nutrient enrichment (from nutrients
such as nitrogen and phosphorous). The sand within the lake provides a natural and readily available
source of phosphorous, and the large amount of shallow areas exposed to sunlight give rise to plant
growth. Therefore Kashagawigamog Lake should have good water clarity, with a moderate amount of
plant material within shallows of the lake basin, and with water temperatures that support both cold
and warm water fishes.
The available data strongly suggests that Kashagawigamog Lake is experiencing a trend towards
increasing levels of nutrients (eutrophication), with reductions in water clarity and dramatic reductions
in thermoclines (cold water areas and related oxygen levels). This shift in conditions may also be
revealed in an alteration of fisheries distribution and diversity, in prevalent conditions that favour warm
water and invasive species, and in a deterioration of nurseries and near shore habitats where naturally
occurring aquatic plants are replaced by “barrenness” areas and algae or slime.
There are naturally occurring areas of sensitivity on Kashagawigamog Lake due to its:

•
•

•
•

Narrowness (the ability to see to the shore from the opposite shor
shore
e at any point) so that boat
wakes and wave action readily reach
reaches shorelines;
The sandy shorelines and substrate that are eas
easily eroded, sensitive to wave action,
action and that
are affected by drops in water levels that expose and strip plant materials thereby
there increasing
those affects from wave action even further;
The sandy substrate that makes nutrients such as phosphorous (naturally found in soils) readily
available and soil disturbance that easily increases the release of these nutrients;
The position off the lake in the watershed as a receiving body so that the lake is not only
affected by the level of development and pollutants emitted from immediately surrounding
lands but also from the pollutants and water quality that is directed into Kashagawigamog Lake
from the headwater lakes of Drag Lake, Head Lake, and Soyers Lake.

Although exacerbating issues cannot be adequately weighted, some activities are easily noted as being
problematic. These activities are: fluctuating water levels, especially drawdown
drawdowns;
s; shoreline
development and alterations (management practices, and removal of native shoreline plants), boat
traffic and related boat wakes, septic system effluents, and pollution from industrial activities (landfill
and roadways). Other problematic issue
issuess identified include the conversion of wetland habitats and
removal of natural forest cover, with increasing development, and lawn fertilization.
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Introduction
Limnology, the study of lakes, is a complex science involving the understanding, estimation, and
assessment of both natural factors and those resulting from human activity, which together determines
the lake’s health and diversity. Primarily, it is the physical and chemical conditions, processes and
patterns, such as the lake’s position within a watershed, its connectivity to other waters, the basin
shape, and the climate, that act together and immediately suggest the fundamental type and biological
condition of a lake (the trophic status of the lake: Table 1).

Table 1: Three Types of Lakes by Nutrient Levels

Trophic State is determined by the quantities of nitrogen, phosphorous and other useable
biological nutrients within a lake. Increased nutrient levels usually result in increased plant
including algae growth within a lake. Therefore Trophic Status is rough estimation of a lake’s
biological condition. Lakes are classified as being one of three trophic levels:
Oligatrophic: Nutrient poor, deep cold water lakes which support cold water fishes such as lake
trout. These lakes are often in northern Ontario, found in acidic situations with igneous rock
basins.
Mesotrophic: Nutrient enriched lakes, with limited cold water habitats, often supporting a
combination of cold water and warm water fishes such as lake trout and walleye. These lakes
often have weedy areas at the shoreline.
Eutrophic: High levels of nutrients, warm water systems with low dissolved oxygen and which
are unable to support cold water fish. These lakes are prone to algal blooms and are often found
in warmer climates, in alkaline situations with sedimentary rock, or sandy substrates.
Trophic Status is estimated by measuring secchi depth and/or phosphorous and/or
chlorophyll in a lake.

Any changes to either lake basin activities or to those from surrounding lands including the atmosphere
then changes the composition of factors being absorbed in the system—in turn altering the condition of
the lake. Therefore, it is problematic to evaluate one parameter in isolation of the others; and although
priorities may be assigned it is often imprudent to address one issue without dealing with the others.
Each parameter influences the trophic status (the levels of nutrients and abundance of plant material
within a lake- Table 1), the species diversity, and the water quality of a lake, but all of these abiotic
(physical and chemical aspects), biotic (living organisms), and human-made factors combine and
accumulate to determine the overall state of a lake. Furthermore, it is important to understand that
point-source (singular identifiable) pollutants (such as leachate from septic systems, shoreline erosion,
or petroleum from boat motors), are often equally significant and impactful to those pollutants

originating from diffuse sources (such as runoff from lands or airborne pollutants), because they are also
absorbed in the lake.
The information and assessment in the report are iterative and logical: The natural physical and
chemical processes are explored, which determine the biological elements within the lake. Many of
these features and living organisms are indicators of the state of the resource. The alterations to the
environment including the human impacts and development patterns are then listed and related to
derive trends in biological status of the lake and to highlight activities that may be having an impact on
the lake’s current condition. Finally, the cultural relationships and uses of the lake are explored to
extrapolate values and behaviours that may be accommodated or altered accordingly.
The value of a lake is beyond those ecosystem services and functions that it provides, but is also in the
cultural relationships that existed and which landowners currently hold. These values are integral to the
ongoing enjoyment and so stewardship of the lake. Although the report makes recommendations for
mitigation and management, it is recognized and understood that landowners and stakeholders hold
significant and valuable knowledge to verify and enhance understandings herein and then to decide on
the appropriate solutions. Therefore, this report has a role as an educational document.
Little to no historical, long-term or current concrete data exists for Kashagawigamog Lake to provide
definitive answers or to perfectly weight parameters, but rather information and parameters are only
sufficient to derive sound assessments and to suggest areas of sensitivity because it is combined and
because it highlights issues repeatedly. Trend analyses are also limited according to the limits of the
data. Maps and data have been provided and provided under licences of the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources copyright Queens Printer 2011; Bird Studies Canada copyright 2011; and The Land Between
copyright 2011. Other data and materials are provided with references as noted in the bibliography. No
assurance can be provided as to the precision or completeness of any content within this document; and
certainly additional and new information from sources, from landowner input and from continued
monitoring will extrapolate on the assessments provided.
This document is separated into five thematic components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Heritage;
Lake basin characteristics and issues;
Upland basin characteristics and issues;
Development trends;
Aesthetic and enjoyment.

2

Regional Context

Figure 1. Position in The Land Between

Kashagawigamog Lake lies within an areas of Ontario, known as The Land Between. The Land Between is
a region of distinct ecology, culture, and economy. It skirts the Algonquin Dome at a width of more than
45 km and extends from Georgian Bay to the Frontenac Arch. It is what ecologists call an ecotone- a
transition area between two ecoregions: the St. Lawrence Lowlands and the Canadian Shield. As such it
has elements from each of these regions, such as the exposed parent rock of granite found under soils
on the Canadian Shield and limestone that underlies the farms of the St. Lawrence Lowlands. In fact
these rock barrens are only found in this region. It has the highest species and habitat diversity as it is
also the meeting ground for species from the north whose southern ranges terminate here such as the
Raven and Moose; and species from the south whose northern ranges terminate here such as the Crow
and Deer. The Land Between also represents the boundary between Nations: the Mohawk, Oneida and
Huron (Haudenashaunee) and the Mississauga, Chippewa or Ojibwa (Anishnaabeg and Algonquin), and
so is a meeting of their Traditions, relationships with the earth, and so their medicines; the strawberry
and blueberry, moose and deer etc. Furthermore the region has the highest percentage of shoreline to
area than anywhere else in Ontario.

3

Figure 2. Shorelines of Ontario Noting the Highest Density

Finally due to its unique features of connected waters and open lands, many species are only found here
or are highly dependent on the area, such as the Whippoorwill with over 70% of its breeding population
here; such as the Blanding’s and Spotted turtles with more than 35% of its population reliant on this
landscape; as well as many reptiles including the five-lined skink with over 95% of its population in The
Land Between. The characteristics within this region of interconnected waters and open exposed
terrains made for efficient travel, and in historic times this region was an important east-west corridor
for First Nations; a key byway for Champlain and voyageurs. With this distinct physiography and species
richness, First Nations, early settlers, and people today have unique relationships with the area.
Kashagawigamog Lake is part of a five lake chain within the Drag Lake watershed. Drag Lake represents
the headwater basin in the watershed with waters flowing from Drag Lake to Head Lake and then to
Kashagawigamog Lake through its northern basin known as Grass Lake. The final lake in the chain, at the
outlet of Kashagawigamog is Canning Lake; at its outlet, waters enter the Burnt River. From the Burnt,
waters flow to Cameron and Balsam Lakes and into the Trent Severn Waterway.

4

Figure 3. Trent Severn Waterway Channels (Source: Parks Canada)

HERITAGE

First Nations
The lake itself lies within the northern boundary of The Land Between and is historically significant as
the site where the final and deciding battle, of those that took place between 1718-1740, where the
Mohawks were defeated. The battles were between Mississauga and Mohawk to reclaim territorial
rights belonging to the Mississauga from the advancing Mohawks. It is thought that Puffers Island was
the headquarters of Mississauga Native chiefs for these wars. 4
4. Fragments of a Dream- Pioneering in Dysart Township and Haliburton Village- Leopoldaz L. Dobrzensky, 1985, Heritage Publications,
Peterborough, Ontario
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In November 1818, in the “spirit of sharing the land”, the Mississauga signed a Treaty British
encompassing 1.9M acres and that included Haliburton County. The treaty was signed by 4 Chiefs, one
being Chief Yellowhead who helped early settlers survive in Haliburton, as was also warrior in the
Mackenzie rebellion of 1837. However, within 10 days of signing the treaty, the Chiefs realized their
error as they noted “the settlers were abusing its terms by disrespecting the natural resources, raping
Native women and children, rampantly killing animals, and restricting or prohibiting outright the
Native`s use of land.” 1 In response to these complaints, the Queen’s representatives rounded up the
Native peoples moving them to reserve lands.
In 1864-65 the first settlers in Haliburton still noted First Nations camping on the shores of Head Lake4
In 1923 any First Nations who were inadvertently missed in the earlier round-up, specifically those in
Haliburton County and surrounding municipalities, were collected under the Williams Treaty and put
onto designated reserves at Curve Lake, Rama, Alderville, Golden Lake etc. This treaty was the first and
only treaty in North America to effectively remove First Nation hunting and fishing rights. It is not
surprising then that this treaty decreased Native excursions into Haliburton1. Only a few Native canoes
were seen by residents travelling the Kashagawigamog Lake waters in the late 1920s.
According to local expert, Tom Ballentine, rich ancient and prehistoric archaeological sites on
Kashagawigamog Lake tend to be clustered around narrows and peninsulas. He notes, according to
Hurley and Kenyon (1970), that larger bodies of water, especially those with common drainage are often
host to these assets5
Because of the early wars between First Nations, the shores of Kashagawigamog Lake have many sites
with many arrowheads and artefacts. The specific locations of these sites are considered sensitive
information by archaeologists and the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, so that specific details and
mapping cannot be accommodated. However, the most notable are the 3 known burials sites:
•

•
•

A large tract near Ingoldsby which may be the same as the site which in 1957 on an elevation
overlooking narrows, to prepare a cottage, a burial site was unearthed including French
gunflints5;
A large site immediately west of Dysart boundary in Minden that was found upon excavating a
cottage;
A site on Puffers Island (which also had evidence of Native corn plantings).

Other archeologically rich sites that are also noted include Mr. Percy Bolender`s garden overlooking
Grass Lake1, and a portage site located at Cedar Grove Lodge.

1. “In Quest of Yesterday” Nila Reynolds, Pub. The Provisional County of Haliburton, Minden, Ontario, 1973
5. A Brief Survey of Archaeology in Haliburton County and Vicinity: Observations and Comment, Tom Ballentine, Haliburton Museum
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New sites are continually found as a result of shoreline development, new cottage development
wherein the earth is disturbed and resulting from drawdowns exposing shore lands. No protocol has
been followed to abate development impacts in these areas and to repatriate or preserve these
significant cultural features. The continuing development and fluctuating water levels continue to
destroy archaeological sites
European Settlers
Settlers were drawn to the county primarily as a result of the Land and Immigration Company, touting
the areas as containing prime agricultural and frontier lands. Those settlers arrived on the lake in the
late 1800s and included the Pogues whose son Dysart Pogue is the namesake for the municipality,
Charles Austin who settled at the narrows (originally called Austin’s narrows), David Sawyer, William
Gainsforth, the Parsonage, Pocket, Holland, Gould, Elstone, and Wastell families. It is well documented
that the early settlers in Haliburton County would not have survived without the help from First Nations
living in the area.1 For more information on these settlers, homesteads, and activities, see Schedule 1.
As the settlement become established, Ingoldsby had both a general store at the narrows, and an area
of 50 farms growing grain and wool; a Haliburton Co-operative Farm was located on the shores of the
lake which included saw and grist mills, as well as shops in the area, marking the commencement of a
village in the backwoods. It is noted that a first meeting to form an agricultural society was held on
Puffers Island on August 1, 1865, following crop failures the previous year.
Although agricultural proved in the end to be meagre, neighbourhood settlements grew, and a road to
Haliburton village was completed to accommodate this traffic.
Key cultural sites include:
•
•
•

•

Ingoldsby hosting the first general store, school house, landing for shipping people and post
across the lake and to Head Lake, the village of Haliburton;
Puffers Island which was regularly used for public and church picnics;
the Borden property where in 1866 the family settled on the south side of wharf on lot 6 and 7
conc. 6 and opened the first manufacturing plant being a lime kiln (for use in buildings as
concrete that was unavailable),
The Northern Eagle (Robertson`s) which was one of Haliburton`s first tourist resorts, and was
converted from a Tent and Trailer Park that opened at start of WW1 and operated until 1962.
The 1860`s Red Brick house on the site is said to be the oldest house in Minden Township
outside of the village and was used as a post office prior to its conversion3

1. “In Quest of Yesterday” Nila Reynolds, Pub. The Provisional County of Haliburton, Minden, Ontario, 1973
5. A Brief Survey of Archaeology in Haliburton County and Vicinity: Observations and Comment, Tom Ballentine, Haliburton Museum
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Historical Travel Route
Kashagawigamog is an Anishnaabeg name meaning “lake of long and winding waters”. It is connected to
large rivers and with open areas for easy portaging, making the lake chain itself a significant passageway
to Native Traditional hunting grounds and for early settlers.
“Native and white men paddled to the north from Balsam Lake using the Gull River waterways and
portaging to Minden until the shores of Kashagawigamog”.4
Noted in 1819, as a result of the war of 1812, a search for a practical inland water route from Lake
Ontario to Ottawa was investigated. Mr. James P. Catty, a Royal Engineer, mapped and used the
Kashagawigamog Chain to reach the Madawaska.1 It was also a chosen transportation route for lumber
to be delivered to Cameron and Balsam lakes, as well as further south during the early lumbering years.
Kashagawigamog Lake and adjoining Canning Lake were the first waterway links between the villages of
Minden and Haliburton before the primary roads were complete in 1868: From Minden a portage road
of 3 miles would deliver travellers to the foot of Kashagawigamog to a landing at Canning Lake (likely
Borden’s landing); a wagon could navigate the trip from Minden only seasonally as it was an open dirt
road. From the south end of the lake, a steam boat and large row boat would travel the lake twice a
week carrying goods and people to the village of Haliburton and back. The first steam boat was built by
Charles Wastwell.
As settlement advanced, mail was delivered 3 times a week (Tues, Thurs, and Sat) and a wharf (Lot 8,
Conc. 7) was used to store and deliver sawn lumber, supplies and any post from the office at Allsaw.
In 1925 (when lumbering and fur were primary industries) a steamboat called the `Bull of the Woods`
would run between the landing at Canning Lake bringing supplies (beans, flour, oats) and the mail to the
village of Haliburton.
In 1934 the old road networks of South Lake Road and those through Donald (used in 1868) were finally
connected to a newly complete highway (County Road 1). Boats were then used for sightseeing and
touring. In the 1930`s and 40`s the `Miss Haliburton` was a renowned sightseeing boats for tours and
local resorts.

1. “In Quest of Yesterday” Nila Reynolds, Pub. The Provisional County of Haliburton, Minden, Ontario, 1973
3. Explore Haliburton, Susan Wilson, Bosten Mills Press 1997
4. Fragments of a Dream- Pioneering in Dysart Township and Haliburton Village- Leopoldaz L. Dobrzensky, 1985, Heritage Publications,
Peterborough, Ontario
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Natural Heritage
The earliest accounts of the natural resources in the area came from Champlain who noted that the area
is “a fine place to hunt stag and caribou.”1 It was noted by early settlers too that the best fur area was
from Haliburton to Algonquin Park, and further that the Kashagawigamog basin specifically had
excellent elm, maple, birch and beech, being larger than two people could wrap their arms around.
However, when water control was established to support new and extensive lumbering operations in
1860s, with pine trees being the primary extraction, the forests were changed. Logs were driven from
Head Lake through Kashagawigamog to the Burnt River and to be received at Cameron Lake. Timber crib
structures from these early operations can be found along waterways in Haliburton. These forestry
operations and infrastructure significantly altered the forest cover and directly and indirectly began
changing the hydrology of the area.
A 1913 Trent Watershed Survey-Commission of Conservation indicates the state of agriculture and
forest in the area during this era. It was noted in 1912 surveys (before major roads and land
development) that Barnum, Head and North Kashagawigamog (Grass) Lakes were all connected through
rivulettes and basin wetlands which have since been filled in; also that Drag Lake was connected to
surrounding aquatic basins, so that the watershed was significantly larger than it is today.1

1. “In Quest of Yesterday” Nila Reynolds, Pub. The Provisional County of Haliburton, Minden, Ontario, 1973
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LAKE BASIN CHARACTERISTICS AND ISSUES
Watershed Description
Kashagawigamog Lake is a receiving body for the headwater lakes of Head Lake, Soyers Lake and Drag
Lake. Drag Lake represents the northernmost headwater lake in the watershed, and is therefore the
namesake of the watershed. The Drag Lake watershed is one of three headwater tertiary level
watersheds within the larger Burnt River watershed that supports the Trent Severn Waterway. All lakes
within the Burnt River system are feeder lakes supporting water levels of the Trent Severn Waterway.
Dams were first installed in these systems to control water levels for transportation of lumber. Water
levels in the Drag Lake Watershed are controlled at two points; through a Dam at the southern end of
Drag Lake, and therefore affecting inflows to Kashagawigamog Lake, and through a dam at Canning Lake
(the outflow dam) known as Scotts Dam, which more directly influences water levels of
Kashagawigamog Lake.

Figure 4. Tertiary Watersheds of the Trent Severn System

The Drag Lake watershed size is approximately 1300 km2 and lies within the northern portion of the
ecotone or region known as The Land Between. An ecotone is a transition zone between two distinct
ecoregions: The watershed and Kashagawigamog Lake itself is found in this contact zone between the
lakes of the Canadian Shield that are primarily of igneous rock, are acidic, nutrient-poor, deep, and cold
water systems and the lakes of the St. Lawrence Lowlands that are primarily of sedimentary rock, are
more alkaline, have higher levels of nutrients, are shallower, and warmer. The meeting of these bedrock
types influences the chemistry of the lake as the contact zone lies centrally across the Kashagawigamog
lake basin.
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Dams

Figure 5. Dams in the Drag Lake Watershed

Also as a result of the chemical and physical processes at the contact zone, the wide band of igneous
rock was slower to cool resulting in the formation of crystals within the rock (orthoclase, feldspar, mica,
quartz etc.) and the extreme physical pressures between both rock deposits as they pushed against one
another have resulted in some metamorphosis (change in chemistry and structure) of the sedimentary
rock from limestone to dolomite, diorite, quartzite and which produced minerals (copper, galena, pyrite,
etc.). Therefore this watershed and lake basin harbours economically valuable minerals.
A unique physical feature of the lake basin is the Lochlin Esker. An esker is a surface deposit of mixed
sizes of rocks and sands that were dropped within melt waters of retreating glaciers. Eskers are
therefore long and winding features on the landscape. The Lochlin esker is the only esker in the region.
It extends across the lake basin winding along the east extent from an area just south of the Minden
Hills-Dysart boundary and towards Lochlin.
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Table 2: Basic Rock Types

There are 3 main rock types, and which are classified according to the processes which formed them:
Igneous rocks are formed when magma is cooled. Magma is the material of the earth’s core. When
igneous rocks form by cooling under the earth’s surface, they are known as plutonic. When they cool
above the earth’s surface they are called volcanic. Igneous rocks are hard and often chemically “acidic”.
They also often have crystals within them depending on the rate of cooling. The Canadian Shield is
made up of Igneous Rock.
Metamorphic rocks are rocks that have experienced a form of metamorphosis- a transformation by
heat or pressure which transforms the structure and chemistry of the original rock. Igneous,
sedimentary, and older metamorphic rocks can go through a metamorphosis. Metamorphic rocks are
hard, but not as hard as igneous rocks.
Sedimentary rocks are formed by the accumulation of sediments over time and in layers. Sediments
can be organic or minerals. Metasedimentary rocks are those sedimentary rocks that are shown to
have undergone partial or some form of metamorphosis. Sedimentary rocks are often chemically
alkaline and are easily eroded as they are made up of small particles. The St. Lawrence Lowlands are
underlain primarily by sedimentary rock.
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Figure 6. Underlying Bedrock of Kashagawigamog Lake Basin

Water Levels
Typical of The Land Between region is also the proximity of water resources to one another, as water
can be accessed in any direction within 1km. and often these waters are interconnected (above or
below the surface). The Land Between therefore, boasts the highest percentage of shoreline to area in
the province. However, lakes
akes within the region are also comparatively small providing little relative
water storage. The
he region is characterized by exposed rocks and barren areas, with the majority of lands
containing shallow soils averaging less than 15cm depth. The result iiss very rapid drainage with little
water retention or absorption capacity.

Table 3: Hydrograph

Previous to the installation of dams in the Drag Lake
watershed, Barnum Lake and surrounding small ponds and
wetlands were directly connected to Grass and
Kashagawigamog Lakes, and
d Drag Lake also experienced a
disconnection from surrounding water basins
basins. It is likely
that much of the wetlands and lowlands were filled in to
accommodate new areas of development, but also to

A hydrograph is a chart that
measures water levels over time.
Levels can be measured over a 24hr
period, over a season or a year.
The highest levels are called peak
flows.
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ensure that regulated flooding could be contained in desired areas. Therefore the water storage
capacity in both the watershed and in the Kashagawigamog Lake basin was reduced further.

Chart 1. Water Levels. Source: Parks Canada

Water level fluctuations are a natural seasonal occurrence. However, the Drag Lake watershed transmits
runoff rapidly resulting in the potential for very high spring flows after snow melts or after significant
rainfall events. Afterward, the watershed has few catchment areas where water has been stored in
order to recharge or maintain water levels within lake basins. Even with man-made water regulation the
seasonal fluctuations of water levels within the Drag Lake Watershed average one meter and can exceed
two metres.
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Water control measures may be a means to regulate levels. However, these fluctuations need to be
timed in order to be aligned with natural seasonal rhythms, such that spawning behaviour and fish
nurseries are unaffected and intact. Also, any abnormal or extreme changes may alter or damage lake
and downstream habitats by changing or introducing unnatural patterns of erosion. Consequent silt
deposits in new areas become and behave as pollutants. Abnormal changes also expose and then strip
or in effect starve near shore habitats and nurseries resulting in barren unproductive zones. Note these
extremes in water levels also destroy or damage archaeological sites.
Landowner activities can exacerbate problems associated with water fluctuations in Kashagawigamog
Lake. Shoreline alterations including the removal of natural vegetation which exposes and loosens
particles along the sandy shorelines making them susceptible to erosion and thus also removing critical
and refuge habitats for fishes. The installation of “hard” shorelines (boulders, walls or rip rap baskets)
also directly remove habitats and also change patterns of erosion and the consequent areas of silt
deposits. In this way silt deposits become a form of pollution by covering or littering new areas and
habitats and reducing water clarity. Landowners also limit the storage and recharge capacity in the
watershed and inadvertently amplify water level fluctuations by infilling or draining of wetlands
anywhere in the basin and landscape, by removing natural cover of trees that slow waters, and by
increasing the extent of hard surfaces of driveways and buildings that transmit waters quickly. Road and
neighbouring urban development therefore are also a concern.
Although immediately adjacent to the lake basin are a majority of lands that are forested (over 70%),
this percentage is steadily decreasing through new builds and back lot development; and the headwater
areas near Grass Lake, Head Lake, and along the Drag River have a high and increasing portion of open,
developed and paved areas that in turn increases the rate of water runoff and transmits nutrients and
pollutants readily into the lake. Therefore, it is recommended that appropriate and careful dam
operations along with the maintenance of all existing catchment areas of forests, wetlands, rivers and
vegetation, as well as small aquatic ponds are essential in this watershed to support regular water levels
and limit pronounced fluctuations, which in turn support healthy aquatic habitats and fisheries.

Physical and Chemical Characteristics
Kashagawigamog Lake may be
separated into 2 or 3 distinctive
sections: the west or south basin
and the east or north basin, which
can then be separated beyond the
narrows to an area to the north
known as Grass Lake.

Table 4: Kashagawigamog Lake Physical Characteristics

Surface area
Maximum depth
Mean depth
Shoreline length (perimeter)
Volume/lake storage

Length

2019 acres
130 feet
42.5 feet
34.4 km and island of .8km
85,920 acre-feet or
3
106 million m or
11
1.06 litres
13000m (13km)
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Figure7. Kashagawigamog Lake Bathymetry

Kashagawigamog Lake is considerably narrow as it generally follows a fault line of sedimentary rock that
lies between the surrounding deposits of igneous rock. This sedimentary rock is erodible and soft having
been made of many particles so that over centuries this has resulted in a significant layer of sand
underlying the basin.
Kashagawigamog Lake is in the middle of the watershed and is a receiving body for other lakes. Its
narrow shape helps transmit waters directly through the basin, and these features combined with the
rapid drainage of the surrounding lands indicates a high flushing or turnover rate that moves toxins and
nutrients quickly out of the basin.
For a narrow lake, Kashagawigamog has a surprisingly large percentage of shallows. The littoral zone
represents 32.9% of the basin. Therefore, relatively few deeper bays exist that would harbour cold
water and so more oxygen to support cold water fisheries.
Due to the large extent of shallow and erodible areas, coupled with the narrowness of the lake,
Kashagawigamog Lake is vulnerable to disturbances and changes along these shallows. Removing
vegetation or hard engineering of shorelines makes them readily affected by fluctuating water levels
(especially draw downs), but also by wave action from boat wakes. Boat wakes easily reach shorelines
especially at narrows and also in areas of expansive shallows where waves break early. This activity,
without intact shorelines increases erosion. The concern is increased during low water times because
waves will break even earlier and with greater height. Hard engineering of shorelines (while saving
existing properties) increases the strength of wave backwashing and creates issues by introducing new
patterns of erosion and silt deposits. Finally, drawdowns increase the extent of and introduce new
navigational hazards. Therefore it is imperative for lake health to maintain soft and natural shorelines,
and maintain slow boat speeds at narrows and near key nursery sites.
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Biological Conditions- Basin Ecosystems
Figure 8. Shoreline Habitats
Source: Department of Fisheries and Oceans:
Kashagawigamog Lake would tend naturally to be
mesotrophic system- a lake having a mid-level of
nutrient enrichment from nutrients such as nitrogen and
phosphorous, which results in a moderate amount of
plant materials and with water temperatures supporting
both cold and warm water fishes. This condition is likely
its natural state as the sand within the lake is a natural
and readily available source of phosphorous, and the
large amount of shallow areas exposed to sunlight give
rise to plant growth. Therefore it is safe to assume that
Kashagawigamog Lake should have fair water clarity and “weedy” near shore habitats, and that these
conditions are a baseline indication that the lake is healthy.

The current absence of near shore plant materials, the replacement of slime at the lake bottom and on
rocks (that used to be clean), and decrease in water clarity is a cause for concern. Near shore plant
materials may be absent due to being stripped by fluctuating water levels, wave actions, erosion, or
human action. New areas of silt deposits choke out vegetation but may also reduce water clarity in
conjunction with increased nutrients, together limiting sun penetration and so healthy plant growth.
(For details see water quality)
Near Shore and Shoreline Habitats
Near shore habitats include the littoral zone (in-water habitats) and riparian areas (the area between
the littoral and upland areas where
water loving plants grow). Both the
Table 5: The Littoral Zone
littoral and the riparian zone are
significant for wildlife biodiversity
The littoral zone is the shallow near shore area where light
penetrates to the bottom, usually at 1m depth, giving rise to
and productivity of the lake system:
rooted plants that are important features for erosion control
The littoral area provides essential
and fish nursery habitats.
nursery and forage habitat for fish,
amphibians, reptiles, and insects.
Benthic invertebrates (organisms that live in sediments on the bottom of lakes and rivers) such as
mayflies, stoneflies, caddisflies thrive in near shore habitats and are excellent indicators of lake health.
The type of invertebrates present is directly linked to the temperature and amount of oxygen in the
system, and they are invaluable food sources for fish. A standard protocol is used to sample benthic
invertebrates. A one-time sample taken by Haliburton Highlands Secondary School has provided
benchmark information. Additional sampling will provide necessary and valuable data to assess lake and
fisheries health and to establish a trend.
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Figure 9. Shallow Areas (Less than 15 feet deep)

Table 6: Near Shore
Species
Arrowhead
Pickerel reed
pondweeds
Sweet gale
Tag alder
Labrador Tea (historic
account associated
with more acidic
conditions)

The water loving plants found in the riparian area have large root systems with
related bacteria that together provide soil stabilization and erosion control, limit
runoff, filter water by removing and using nutrients and toxins, provide
important bird and insect habitat, and provide shade and cover for fisheries and
other water-loving creatures. Tree and shrub species especially in these areas
and the larger upland areas provide necessary calcium enrichment to maintain
lake biodiversity. The current absence of Labrador Tea indicates a change in
water quality to a condition that is more nutrient enriched. However limited
habitat sampling has occurred to verify this conclusion.

A large portion of the riparian area or shoreline habitat of the lake has been
altered with many trees and shrubs removed to accommodate viewing and access by private owners.
The stewardship and restoration of these areas is highly recommended.
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Wetlands

Figure 10. Wetlands in Kashagawigamog Lake Basin

Wetlands are habitats that form because water has remained in contact with soil for more than 90 days
of the year, and has resulted in the growth of hydrophilic (water loving) plants in organic soil that
developed from dead matter decompos
decomposing in an environment without oxygen.. These soils act as a
sponge absorbing water
er limiting overflows and feeding streams and lakes in times of scarcity. The
wetland plants filter water, removing
ing nutrients and heavy metals. Together these habitats are important
in erosion control, water regulation, water quality and for biodiversity. In fact wetlands provide habitat
for over 70% of Ontario’s species at some stage in their life cycle
cycle,, including large game animals such as
moose, birds and waterfowl, amphibians (frogs and salamanders), reptiles and fishes
fishes.. Four main wetland
types are found
d in Ontario: swamps (treed wetlands); marshes (grass, sedge and floating plant
wetlands); bogs and fens (nutrient poor acidic wetlands with sphagnum moss). Wetlands are also found
in various areas from shorelines (riparian
iparian wetlands
wetlands), along rivers (riverine wetlands),
lands), in distinct pockets
such as marshes or swamps (palustrine wetlands), or in entirely isolated conditions (isolated wetlands).
Additionally, vernal pools (seasonal depressions or pools) exist in forested areas and are known to
provide all like benefits,
enefits, but are noted especially as primary nursery habitats for amphibians
(salamanders, frogs). Shoreline wetlands are the essential fish nursery habitats.
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The Kashagawigamog Lake basin (in
(in-lake and upland areas) contains less than 10%
% wetlands. A
significant portion of these are riparian wetland systems; mostly marsh habitats dominated by emergent
vegetation including reeds and grasses that are essential fish nurseries and contribute to species
diversity. Historical accounts also indicate a few areas along
long the eastern shore containing large cedar
swamps. However, only small remnants exist as a result of tree
tree-cutting,
cutting, development and infilling.
infilling
Vernal pools are visible
isible in the spring in areas amongst the forests of the southern and north-east
north
basins,
however no survey of these habitats has been conducted.
None of the wetlands within Kashagawigamog lake or the immediately surrounding basin have been
evaluated according to the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources under the Ontario Wetland Evaluation
System, however it is likely that the larger shoreline/
shoreline/riparian
riparian wetlands harbour reptiles and birds at risk
(see Species at Risk map) so that if an evaluation was to be conducted they may likely prove to be
Provincially significant warranting attention and protection. However, conservation
onservation of all existing
wetlands (including
including cedar swamps and vernal pools
pools) is imperative to maintain species and fishery
diversity, to regulate water levels and maintain water quality.

Streams

Sewage Treatment
Rivers

Figure 11- Streams of Kashagawigamog
agawigamog Lake
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Many small intermittent streams transmit waters into Kashagawigamog Lake from neighbouring lands.
Seven permanent and complex stream systems have been identified with the largest at the northern
extent of the lake may provide spawning areas for fish. This stream receives effluent from the sewage
treatment plant, so that it is recommended to assess the biology and condition of the stream and
understand if the addition of these waters is having an impact. However, spawning is mostly within inbasin shoals, within weedy shallows such as Grass Lake and along the Drag River system. An assessment
and inventory of the larger permanent stream is recommended to understand its role in spawning and
in supporting lake biodiversity and health.

Fisheries
The diversity and abundance of fish species within a lake is a key indication of the lake’s health.
Kashagawigamog Lake is a favourite for sport fishing and experiences high angling pressure compared to
other larger lakes in the county. Fishing is mostly by trolling in open water. Anglers venture to the southwest basin in pursuit of lake trout, perch and whitefish, while the northern basin is favoured for walleye
and bass.

Table 7: Sport Fish in
Kashagawigamog Lake
Lake trout (stocked
Haliburton Gold and North
Bay Strain)
Walleye
Largemouth bass
Smallmouth bass
Yellow pickerel
Pumpkinseed
Yellow perch
White sucker
Lake whitefish
Lake herring
Bluntnose minnow
Brown bullhead

Creel surveys are surveys conducted to estimate the catches by
recreational fishermen, usually through a sampling program that looks at
catches in indentified areas and through interviews. Few creel surveys
and very limited research has occurred on this lake as compared to cold
water lake trout lakes, as Kashagawigamog is known more for its walleye
fishery. Also, limited volunteer angler diaries have been submitted over
the years. Therefore only observations of key fish nursery sites, shorelines
bait fish habitats, species distributions, and lake temperatures can be
used to determine the state of this resource and to decipher any general
trend in fisheries populations and diversity.
Fish stocking history

It is important to understand that stocking does not increase biodiversity
or carrying capacity of a lake but may alleviate fishing pressure through
supplementing supplies. Lake Trout (in the thousands) were stocked from 1942 to 1966, with the only
recent stocking in 2009. Small mouth bass and yellow pickerel were stocked in the 1950s and 60s.
Walleye were introduced from Lake Simcoe (previously absent from the lake) and stocked in the millions
from 1952 to 1965. It is unclear if lake trout were present in the system before stocking; however both
walleye and lake trout have become successful naturalized and prized species in the chain.

Relatively recently it has been recognized (due to the work and dedication of Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources, Bancroft District, Fisheries Extension Biologist, David Flowers and partners), that the
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Kashagawigamog Lake Chain and Drag River system may be the most significant walleye fishery across
the entire region with important nursery and spawning sites within the shallows and wetlands of Grass
Lake (north Kashagawigamog) and critical spawning area within the Drag River before the Drag River
Dam where approximately 1000 fish spawn annually. Changes in water levels exposing spawning beds,
fuel oil and contamination, and erosion problems affect the river spawning walleye. Therefore,
significant attention has been paid to these areas and enhancements have been made along the Drag
River to sustain the spawning grounds and activity. It is recommended to monitor these areas and abate
disturbances in key spawning areas from boat traffic and drawdowns, as well as pollutants including
siltation.
Walleye
Walleye are found in warmer shallow waters, weedy bays and vegetated slow moving rivers; rarely far
from emergent and submergent vegetated areas. They thrive in optimal temperatures between 20 and
23 degrees Celsius. Waters reaching 31 degrees Celsius are considered lethal. Walleye spawn in a variety
of habitats from shoals, rocky streams and vegetated wetland areas. They need weedy cover as their
eyes are sensitive to light. They grow more quickly than trout in early years and then depend on food
sources of other fish species. Although a somewhat tolerant species, it is their spawning activities and
areas that are sensitive to changes in water levels, from erosion or pollution (boat motors, spills, landfill
leachate etc.) that then limit cover and forage availability. Despite a seemingly extensive nursery in
Kashagawigamog Lake (littoral zone at 32.9%), few areas have been identified as being rich forage areas
and draw downs and increased temperatures may result in less suitable forage areas. It is
recommended that critical forage areas, nurseries and spawning areas are mapped, monitored and
protected.
Lake Trout
As a mesotrophic lake with a high percentage of shallows, only 52.8% of the lake contains cold deep and
clear waters that are suitable habitat for lake trout. Lake trout require cold oxygen rich waters, and can
tolerate temperatures to a maximum of 23.5 degrees Celsius. Deep waters provide essential forage
areas. The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR) Lake Trout Optimal Habitat Study indicates
that the north basin has 19.2% habitat available for lake trout, while south Kashagawigamog has greater
amounts of deep cold waters at 33.6%. Lake trout also require rocky shorelines for spawning and
healthy oxygenated shoreline nursery habitats with high amounts of invertebrates, zooplankton and
crustaceans. They are late to mature and are susceptible to overexploitation. Mapping and assessment
of shoals has been conducted by OMNR and that have identified three critical spawning sites. In
partnership with the Haliburton Highlands Outdoors Association spawning shoal enhancements have
been implemented at the largest site along the narrows towards Sawyers Lake.
Because Lake Trout populations are highly sensitive and subject to stressors of temperature increases
and reduced oxygen levels, they are excellent bioindicators of overall lake health. Draw downs
(impacting spawning habitat and egg survival), wave action from boat traffic, erosion, and shoreline
development (affecting near shore nursery habitats through erosion and habitat alterations) are
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stressors. Therefore, management should include monitoring and abatement of boat traffic and
shoreline development that are around and affect the key spawning sites. Lake temperatures should be
monitored to assess the impact on lake trout nurseries. Finally additional benthic invertebrate sampling
and angler diaries (to assess fishing effort and populations) are recommended complementary
monitoring programs.

Figure 12. North Basin -Known Lake Trout Spawning Areas and Bait Fish-Forage Fish Nursery Areas

Figure 13. South Basin - Known Lake Trout Spawning Areas and Bait Fish-Forage Fish Nursery Areas
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Forage/Bait fish
Forage fish also known as bait fish are soft-bodied, sensitive to water quality and temperature changes
and are usually of the minnow family. They are filter feeders relying on plankton and zooplankton and
make up for their small size by swimming in schools. They are generally not considered coarse or rough
because of their usefulness as bait. Coarse fish refer to those species that are not desirable food sources
as they are coarse or rough bodied and are more tolerant of disturbance. They are known to compete
with sport fish for habitat.
A forage fish evaluation was conducted in 1998 by A. Mansfield using 19 trap net locations that
indicated fish stratification was as follows:
1. Game fish at 7.5%;
2. Coarse Fish at 54.3%;
3. Forage Fish (Minnows) at 38.2%.

Table 8: Bait Fish and Coarse Fish in Kashagawigamog Lake
Forage/Bait Fish Species Present
Coarse Fish Species Present
Bullhead
Rock bass
Shiners
Pumpkinseed
Darters
Perch
Lake and creek chub
Small mouth bass
Brassy, blacknose and bluntnose minnows
Large mouth bass
Note: Rock bass are introduced in these waters. They are a warm water species, a coarse fish and compete with
sport fish. They are considered invasive as they are responsible for changes in predator-prey relationships by
utilizing favoured weedy habitats for coarse fish of bass and sunfishes. They eliminate bait fish species (minnows
and dace) forcing lake trout to change their diets and reducing the overall available food for other sport fish such
as walleye.

Forage fish areas or bait fish areas represent essential nursery habitats for sport fish, especially walleye
and lake trout. Forage areas are shallow littoral zones that are oxygen rich supporting plant life as well
as key insects and organisms. Shoreline development, temperature increases, and water level
alterations have a direct impact on forage areas. Changes in these habitats may affect the entire fish
community leading to a fishery that favours warm water coarse fish, has less bait fish, and often
experiences a proliferation of invasive fish species such as rock bass.
A decline in quality forage areas is noted due to warming temperatures (see water temperature) and as
perhaps contributing to the dramatic decline in kingfisher populations on the lake that rely on forage
fish (see section on Significant Species).
Only 5 rich forage areas were identified by OMNR and were predominately adjacent to wetland areas. It
is imperative for lake biodiversity to map, monitor and protected bait fish areas to limit shoreline
development, restore shorelines, reduce pollution and maintain water quality through at least the
conservation and protection of adjacent wetland sites.
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Water Quality Data
Typical parameters that are studied and monitored to assess water quality within a lake may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature
(DO) Dissolved Oxygen;
Clarity (secchi depths)
Total Dissolved Solids and Total
Suspended Solids (TDS, and TSS)
Bacteria;
Nitrogen and Phosphorous;
Chlorophyll;
(BOD) Biological Oxygen
Demand;
pH;
Benthic invertebrates

Figure 14. General Chemical Cycle
It is possible to generalize the chemical and physical relationships
between parameters:
increased
bacteria and
nutrients
(phosphorous
and nitrogen)
increased
temperature

increased
TSS and
TDS

increased
biological
oxygen
demand
(reduced
oxygen)

reduced
water
clarity
(secchi
depth)

increased
Few measurements or long-term data
chlorophyll
are available for Kashagawigamog Lake
to define lake status and trends in water
quality over the past years. However,
most indicators are interrelated and
associative (resulting in increases or decreases of the other). Data that is lacking includes chlorophyll,
TDS, TSS, phosphorous. These parameters would, in any case, fluctuate according to flushing rates (they
would be washed out seasonally) and therefore if they were viewed individually they may be misleading
in assessing overall lake health. Luckily, because the parameters are associated, the data that is available
is sufficient to indicate the status of the lake and to derive trends (Figure 2).

Available measurements include:
1. Water temperature (and corresponding Dissolved Oxygen) measured over the past 60 years;
2. Secchi depths (water clarity and which relates to nutrients, TDS and TSS) measured over the past
10 years;
3. Bacteria sampling (which relates directly to nutrients) measured over 4 years
4. Additionally, a point in time sampling of benthic invertebrates and surveys of lake trout
spawning grounds, and walleye forage areas are available for 2006.
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Water Temperatures
Temperature and Dissolved Oxygen readings at various lake depths have been regularly taken, in both
the summer and fall, by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources. Measurements are available for a
period of approximately 40 years, from the 1970’s to 2008. The readings in the chart below only contain
temperature readings that were mapped at four to ten year intervals for both spring and fall. (For each
year’s readings, including Dissolved Oxygen, see Appendices).
The results indicate a dramatic drop in the thermocline of approximately 3 metres (9ft) from roughly 6
metres below surface in the 1970s to roughly 9 metres below surface in recent years. This decline
represents a significant reduction in optimal cold water habitat for lake trout across the entire basin as
does a related and considerable reduction in dissolved
oxygen in the lake.
Table 9: Thermocline

A thermocline represents the layer
within a lake where temperatures drop
sharply and therefore the depth at
which higher oxygen levels are retained
(Colder water holds onto more oxygen).
This depth represents suitable habitat
for lake trout and other cold water
species. The thermocline depth is
influenced seasonally due to heating of
surface; from wave action from boats
that decrease the thermocline depth as
warm waters are mixed below the
surface; from increased nutrient
loading as nutrients and resulting plant
matter remove oxygen from the water
column (Biological Oxygen Demand) in
order to decompose related waste.

This larger mass of warm water across the entire surface
has likely affected fish community distribution, diversity,
and abundance: It suggests an impact on forage fish areas
and a favouring of competitive warm water species such as
Rock Bass.
Temperature increases and reduced oxygen often result
from increases in biological oxygen demands (BOD). BOD is
present and increased by nutrients and dead matter that
require digestion and absorption. In the digestion process
oxygen is required and so removed the water. Therefore,
warming of water is often connected with nutrient
enrichment, increased TSS and TDS, and reduced water
clarity (reduced secchi depths) suggesting that the lake is
tending towards eutrophication.
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Figure 15. North Basin Water Temperature and Secchi Depth Monitoring Areas

Figure 16. North Basin Water Temperature and Secchi Depth Monitoring Areas
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Chart 2: Kashagawigamog Lake Thermocline
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Water Clarity- Secchi Depths
Lake trophic status is an indicator of the biological status of a lake. It correlates directly to the level of
nutrients enrichment in a lake (such as nitrogen, phosphorous) and which corresponds to chlorophyll
levels and aquatic plant diversity and richness and is also the trophic status, suggestive of the water
quality and fish community within a lake.
The standard measure for determining trophic status is through secchi depths that measure the clarity
of water. These readings reflect the amount of turbidity and suspended solids indicating the level of
nutrients in the lake. Chlorophyll and phosphorous are also used to measure trophic status, however,
Table 10: Eutrophication

Eutrophication is the process of nutrient enrichment. Both natural factors (lake basin sediments,
climate etc.) and human activities can influence a lake’s trophic status. A water body in a nutrient
rich region may be naturally eutrophic, but nutrients from direct or diffuse sources will increase
the productivity and can easily cause an oligatrophic lake to become eutrophic.
secchi depths if taken seasonally provide sufficient and efficient means to measure status.
Table 11: Trophic Status Relative to Sampling Readings

Chlorophyll Phosphorous Secchi Depth Trophic Class
0—2.6

0—12

>8—4

Oligotrophic

2.6—20

12—24

4—2

Mesotrophic

20—56

24—96

2—0.5

Eutrophic

Kashagawigamog Lake is susceptible to eutrophication due to its basin of erodible sedimentary rock and
its related substrate of sand. Phosphorous is naturally found in sediments. The sediments providing a
readily available source of phosphorous and its availability is increased through continued erosion.
Additional sources of nutrients easily reach Kashagawigamog Lake as it receives waters from 3 other
lake basins. Because of these physical and chemical situations Kashagawigamog Lake would tend
naturally to be a borderline (towards oligotrophic) mesotrophic lake, and so would naturally have plants
in shoreline waters, but without algae (slime on rocks), and with good water clarity.
Lake Partner Program Sampling Results:
Table 12: Secchi Depth Readings 1

Station
Puffers Island
Ingoldsby

Sampling Years
1992-2003
1996-2001

Average Depth
4.84m
5.15

Notes
No notable decrease over years
A notable decrease from the previous
decade
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Venture Bay
Silver Beach
Wigamog Bay

2002-2010
1992-1999
1995-1999
1995-1999

3.8
3.48m
4.74m
4.26m

A slight increase noted over years
No notable decrease over years
No notable decrease over years

Further sampling by the Lake Stewards of the Lake Kashagawigamog Organization involved with the
Ministry of Environment Lake Partner Program:
Table 13: Secchi Depth Readings 2

Station
Lake Centre
Lake Centre
Lake Centre

Sampling Years
1996-2003
2002-2006
2011

Average Depth
5m
4.5m
3.9m

Notes
No notable decrease in these years
A slight decrease noted in these years
A notable decrease from previous years

From all sampling results, Kashagawigamog Lake measures as a borderline mesotrophic. Less frequent
and limited sampling has occurred in the last 10 years. However, a drop in clarity from the previous
decade is articulated enough (from an average of 4.6m over the 1990s to 4m in the 2000s) to indicate
declining conditions. The most recent measurements of 2010 and 2011 indicate significantly reduced
clarity of secchi depths averaging 3.85m.
Phosphorous readings were taken from 2004-2006 and are recorded between 6.7 and 8.9 micrograms
per litre and indicating an oligatrophic status. However, it is known that lake flushing would remove
phosphorous and chlorophyll from the system yielding deceptive results. Furthermore, sampling is
insufficient to provide a trend analysis.
Sampling of all parameters of secchi depth, and including phosphorous and chlorophyll is highly
recommended to monitor and quantify the decline indicated.

Nutrient Enrichment
Septic Systems
Traditional septic systems could pose a real risk to water quality if not properly monitored and
maintained. The majority of septic systems on Kashagawigamog Lake are the traditional holding tank
and seepage or leachate bed design (information derived from Health Unit and LKO survey).
Approximately 40% were installed over 25 years ago. There is no estimate to how many systems on
Kashagawigamog Lake have legal non-conforming holding tanks.
While holding tanks will remove portions of phosphorous and bacteria, deep sandy soils are needed for
dilution and to adequately reduce chemicals and bacteria distributed through the leachate bed. In the
Kashagawigamog Lake basin, soils are predominantly shallow, lying overtop of rock: Sand or fill then
needs to be imported to a site to accommodate the leachate bed requirements. Although a setback
requirement is in place for leachate beds, a significant slope towards the lake may direct leachate more
rapidly and directly towards waters.
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Traditional
raditional systems require regular clean-outs to ensure they are effective at removing pollutants.
pollutants
According to the LKO survey,, these are not regular or assured. The addition of large appliances in a
household is an added stress on these septic systems.
Failure of septic systems can occur through blockages or line breaks. Inspections are only required for
new homes, for renovationss involving the building of additional bedrooms or washrooms,
washrooms or by
reports/complaints.
micals cannot be
Any hazardous waste or deleteriouss substance such as oils, solvents, cleaners, or chem
effectively treated by a traditional sseptic system and may readily be transmitted into th
he lake basin.
Much care should be taken to elimiinate these wastes from entering septic systems and instead to use
the appropriate and available wastee disposal options.
Finally,
nally, the removal of surrounding plant materials, especially towards the shoreline, eliminates a
secondary filtration tool and safety precaution with the understanding as well that the
he steeper the
slopes the greater the buffer should be.
Therefore, effluent from systems if un
un-checked can easily leach nutrients and bacteria into
in the lake
reducing water quality, removing oxygen from the water column, and contributing to eutrophication.
eutrophication

Figure 17. Steep Shoreline Slopes
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Bacteria
Coliforms and E-Coli (bacteria) act as indicators and determine whether water is safe for drinking. These
bacteria are present in sewage, soils and plant materials, and animal wastes. Therefore, they may
originate from septic system leachate, animals (including pasturing animals, dogs and geese) or soil
runoff. Specifically, E-Coli are found in the intestinal tract of humans and animals, therefore its presence
indicates sewage contamination.
Provincial water quality standards indicate drinking water should have 0 E-Coli counts and up to 10
counts of Coliforms. Beaches are usually closed when E-Coli counts are at 100 and Coliforms of up to
1000 parts per million. These levels are at the upper end of a tolerance-based rating that generalizes the
time and frequency children will play in water.
Bacteria analyses were conducted at key areas across the lake by the LKO from 2004-2011. The results
indicate the levels are within acceptable limits, with only 3 areas demonstrating somewhat higher high
Coliforms. Only one instance was presented where E-Coli levels posed a risk for swimming, and which
may have been attributed to septic system failure (results suggest that this has been repaired).
Continued sampling is recommended for all areas to ensure levels remain moderate and to discover any
issues that would warrant immediate attention.
Sewage Treatment
Sewage treatment effluent is highly regulated and monitored. The Haliburton Sewage Treatment plant
has removed the necessity for septic systems in an area of the lake that has dense development and
rock barrens. Therefore it has likely removed the potential for direct contamination in these areas.
However, any deleterious substance including chemicals, solvents, oils etc. that are discharged into the
sewage system increase the cost and time in treating the effluent before it can be released into the lake
at safe levels. Bylaws are in place to limit these inputs into the sewage treatment plants and which
should be respected and monitored.
Discharges are well below standards at:
Table 14: Sewage Treatment Effluent

Parameter
Ph
Temperature
Nitrogen (NO3)
Nitrogen (NO2)
Nitrogen (NH3)
Phosphorous

Annual Discharge
<7.12
Seasonally from 8.4-19.4 degrees Celsius
<0.6
<0.1
<0.37
<0.05

These ratings indicate that the sewage treatment plant has a negligible effect on bacteria, nutrient
levels, and temperature of the lake, and in fact may have abated higher levels that would otherwise be
transmitted through septic systems.
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Landfill
Landfill leachate moves quickly in this environment due to the lack of small particle soils and due to the
fissures in the underlying rock. Leachate from industrial landfills is known to primarily contain very high
levels of Coliforms, and often contains high amounts of toxic heavy metals (Klinck and Stuart, 99). These
components with many other toxic compounds may pose health risks and reduce water quality within
the lake, but also within the surrounding aquifers/water table. Because of the hazards, landfill
operations and closures are managed by municipalities in partnership with the Ministry of Environment.
An industrial landfill is upstream from the lake in the Industrial Park. Monitoring of landfill leachate is
ongoing by Dysart et al, with reports regularly submitted to the Ministry of Environment. Often landfill
operations and closures will include pump and treat systems and may use in-ground barriers to remove
and reduce leachate plumes.
Urban runoff
It is known that a long-term and regular furnace oil leak has been leaching into the Drag River and Head
Lake systems. The oil adheres to and is locked in subsurface soil particles so that it is likely that the
pollution released is still transmitted into the lakes and may reach Kashagawigamog Lake. The
municipality is taking steps to identify and resolve this problem. Furthermore, metals and contaminants
from motor vehicle traffic and road salt easily reach the lake at sites where roads are near to the shore.
Maintaining extensive (20-30m) natural vegetation buffers between these areas and the lakeshore
would be helpful, and especially around any depressions or transmitting channels (rivulettes, drains
etc.).
Geese
Areas along Head and Grass Lakes (School yards, parks, marinas) are known to harbour large
populations of introduced Canadian Geese. These areas are attractive as Geese prefer open areas
having greater than 20ft of clear viewing with little structure (such as lawns and fields) and where lawns
are blue-joint types (high in carbohydrates) and which are further fertilized. Adult Geese drop 1lb of
guano per day, and estimates in the Head Lake area indicate that from 2006-2011 (prior to a planting
program) over 200lbs of guano was being transmitted daily directly into the lake chain.
Despite a planting program, many open areas are still attractive to geese. It is recommended that
planting programs be promoted around shore lands to limit site lines for geese. This will also filter and
remove nutrients, limit shoreline erosion through soil stabilization and slow surface runoff.
Acidity
The majority of lakes in the highlands are showing some acidification of waters due to acid rain.
Acidification within a lake limits plant production. Acid levels below a ph of 6 will also release metals
into the water column which in turn can be toxic to many species. While Kashagawigamog Lake may be
able to buffer or neutralize acidity because of its sedimentary and alkaline sands, the headwaters at
Drag Lake are primarily underlain by igneous rock that would have little ability to reduce acid levels.
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Therefore these waters may regularly increase the acidity of water into Kashagawigamog Lake. No
records of pH levels for Kashagawigamog Lake were found. Within the lake and upstream sources, to
further understand the state of the resource and quantify inputs monitoring of pH is recommended.

Calcium
The food chain within a lake is reliant on calcium. Studies by the Ministry of Environment indicate that
lakes on the Canadian Shield are demonstrating noticeable declines in calcium levels. This is because of
both increased acidification and reduced precipitation (water recharge and turnover). Furthermore, it is
noted that surrounding soils currently lack minerals, so that overall the available calcium has diminished.
A majority of calcium that is available is sourced from surrounding tree cover. Therefore, tree removal
negatively affects lake diversity by limiting available calcium that would be introduced into the lake.
Recommended solutions, beyond conservation of tree cover, include the re-distribution of wood ash
broadly along the forest floor so that it can contribute readily available calcium into the lake. Including
calcium in the portfolio of monitoring parameters is recommended.
Climate Change
Climate change is certainly a contributing factor to changes within the lake basin (as is demonstrated in
studies across northern cold water lakes), as we experience warmer average seasonal temperatures and
less average annual precipitation. However these aspects are difficult to calibrate and quantify. They
also are not easily mitigated or managed compared to other direct human made impacts. Also, the
human made impacts and alterations within Kashagawigamog Lake are so pronounced that climate
change effects are likely comparably minor (especially as climate change effects easily monitored in
pristine lakes have not shown to increase thermoclines to the extent as on Kashagawigamog Lake). The
related issues of acidity and calcium levels may be effectively measured and managed.
Lake-basin – Summary of Conclusions
An overall decline of biological health and trophic state is indicated, with reductions in water clarity and
dramatic reductions in thermoclines (cold water areas and related oxygen levels). The lake is showing
signs of becoming nutrient enriched; eutrophication is likely occurring. This may also be revealed in an
alteration of fisheries distribution and diversity, in prevalent conditions that favour warm water and
invasive species, and in a deterioration of nurseries and near shore habitats where naturally occurring
aquatic plants are replaced by “barrenness” areas and algae or slime.
Continued temperature and secchi depth readings, benthic invertebrate studies, monitoring of nursery
and forage areas, as well as sampling of nutrients and bacteria is highly recommended to further
quantify and substantiate the decline. Observations of changes in littoral areas are also tangible
measurements.
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UPLAND BASIN CHARACTERISTICS AND ISSUES

Table 15: Current Forest Species (OMNR
inventories of 1975; Forest Resource
Inventories 1999):
Willow
Black spruce
White Pine
Cedar
Hard Maple
Poplar
White Spruce
Hemlock
Red Oak (few)
Cherry (few)
Rock Elm (few)
Ash

Historical reports and early surveyor notes give an
indication of the forest type and structure, as well as note
other habitats surrounding Kashagawigamog Lake basin (see
bibliography). A mature, dense and rich forest covered the
basin in the early 1800s. White pine, hard maples and beech
that are species at the peak of a forest’s maturation
succeeded here. Trees had extensive diameters so that 2
adults could not wrap their arms around the trunks. Rich
cedar swamps were also noted throughout the basin.

The majority of lands in this basin and across the region are
underlain by thin soils (less than 15cm). Currently, post –
lumbering and due to climactic changes and limited
moisture and precipitation, soils have limited mineral
(calcium) content. Therefore remaining forests are slow to
mature and the overall plant material mass in the basin is reduced.

Today a semi-urban footprint exists near the village of Haliburton (Head Lake and northern basin areas),
lot development has doubled over the last 40 years around the Kashagawigamog Lake shoreline
approaching maximum capacity, while back lot development is on the rise. Tree removal and installation
of impermeable hard surfaces (roads, driveways and buildings) accompany these trends. Areas used for
farming by early settlers and modern recreational lands have removed forested areas and swamp areas
underlain by the few sections of deeper sandy and loamy soils have been converted, cleared and dried.
Today less than 70% forest cover exists in the basin and continues to decline.
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Figure 18. Forested Cover

Only a few pockets of mature hard
ard maple and beech species exist along the eastern shores, but they are
relatively small and within a sparse to open canopy. Along th
the eastern shore is also a recent prevalence
of black rot (an airborne disease carried on the west wind) that is affecting a large amount of standing
maples. The rot weakens trees and slow
slows growth rates further. Few areas of mature white
hite pines remain
along the western shore. Only one large tract of mature closed canopied forest is found towards Soyers
Lake.
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Figure 19. Forest Cover Classes and Agricult
Agricultural Land

Forests are extremely important
mportant for water filtration and water regulation, for transmitting key
nutrients (calcium) to lakes, and for providing nesting and forage habitat for upland and semi-aquatic
semi
species (see indicator species) . Major and continuing disturbance of any forested habitats is detrimental
to water quality, lake health and diversity. Forests should be managed according to best practices and
take into account current conditions with the support of registered Foresters
Foresters;; and wherever
whereve possible
trees should be planted or replaced
replaced.
Indicator Wildlife Species
The following species are found within the Kashagawigamog Lake basin and are indicators of the diverse
and significant habitats that contribute to the overall health of the system. Many species are listed at
risk; others are noted as declining; while others are highly valued culturally or economically. Those
species at risk or which are declining are monitored or tracked by designated authorities such as the
Natural Heritage Information
ation Centre of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Partners in Flight.
Flight These
agencies assign a ranking of threat according to population trends and level of risks (see bibliography).
bibliography)
There are many reasons for a species decline, but the major threats in
include a decline in available,
suitable habitat through alterations or disturbance
disturbance, human persecution, a reduction in food sources,
sources and
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increase in pollutants. Species listed at risk are noted with a single asterix.. Species noted as significantly
declining are marked with a double asterix.
These species
pecies occupy the same habitats or have similar habitat requirement to other species that may
be left out of this report. Those
hose discussed, especially birds, provide suitable and similar indicators of
ecosystem health
th and are also easier to identify and monitor by the general public. Finally, those species
that are risk or declining provide further important evidence of changes and declines within the lake
basin, while other species are presented are bioindicators th
that
at can be easily monitored to qualify and
quantify the state of the resource over time.

Figure 20. Species at Risk and Wetland Areas

Birds
Note: For a comprehensive list of birds found within the basin see Schedule 2.
Common Loon
Loons feed primarily in littoral zones on many fish species, including crustaceans, aquatic insects,
leeches, and frogs. They nest and forage in freshwater habitats having sheltered shorelines or islands.
islands
Loons require a wide angle view for nesting and avoid nesting near high human
man activity and shoreline
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development. Nesting is less successful with higher boat traffic and human activity. They occupy large
productive lakes, with good water quality and therefore are mostly found on oligatrophic cold water
lakes. Loons return to the same lakes each year to nest. Loons mate for life. (Canadian Lakes Loon
Survey, Bird Studies Canada).
There are 4 known pairs of Loons that return to Kashagawigamog Lake each year; 3 pairs within the
southern basin and one pair nesting on the northern basin towards Grass Lake. Nesting sites are not
mapped and should be identified by landowners from observations. It is imperative to limit boat traffic
near nesting sites to ensure successful reproduction and recruitment of young.
Osprey
Ospreys are specialist feeders (feeding entirely on fish). Their most important habitat requirement is the
presence of abundant medium sized fish that are found near shallows at the surface. They also require
safe nest sites and often nest in dead open topped trees, on phone poles, or built platforms.
Kashagawigamog and neighbouring Barnum Lakes host one pair of Osprey. Monitoring nest sites and
productivity each year will indicate if human activity is at a tolerable (reasonable) level and if fisheries
are productive.
**Belted Kingfisher
Kingfishers nests in banks of sand or clay near water. Their breeding is dependant on food density
(rather than quality). They are found along lakes, rivers, ponds or marshes having clear water with
available roosting trees or heights. Their entire food source is taken from shallow waters in littoral areas
(areas of less than 60 cm, but more often in areas of 15-20cm depths). They consume forage fish
(suckers, minnows) that are found in waters underlain by silty or sandy substrate. Therefore forage fish
areas and nurseries are important habitats for these birds. Kingfishers have declined by more than 50%
in the last 20 years on Kashagawigamog Lake. This suggests a reduction in forage fish abundance and a
decline in nursery habitats. In turn, this suggests an overall decline in the richness, diversity and health
of the fishery. Minor influences impacting Kingfisher populations may be the removal of trees and tall
shrubs at the shoreline. Monitoring of Kingfisher populations and nursery and forage habitats is
recommended to quantify this trend.
**Great Crested Flycatcher
Flycatchers are aerial insectivores: They feed on flying insects including mosquitoes and black flies. Like
all other aerial insectivores across Ontario, such as the Common Nighthawk, Olive-sided Flycatcher,
Purple Martins, and Swallows, these birds are rapidly declining and many are listed as at risk. The Great
Crested Flycatcher lives in mixed forests and throughout the canopy. They build nests, often with
shedded snake skins. In Kashagawigamog Lake they are at their northern limit. Their presence here is
indicative of the productivity and health of wetlands, rivulettes, and vernal pools that produce preferred
insects and of the contiguousness of the forest. Monitoring of these birds is recommended to assess the
state of the resource.
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*Red-Shouldered Hawk
These raptors are often found in the same habitats as Barred Owls and Coopers Hawks (both of which
are known to live in the lake basin). This hawk is crow-sized. It requires large contiguous tracts of treed
swamp or forests with a nearby water source for nesting. Preferred forests are of mixed woods or
deciduous species and with closed canopies and undergrowth. They nest away from human activity and
development. Red-Shouldered Hawks prey on small mammals typically rodents and herpetiles (frogs and
salamanders). Red-Shouldered Hawks were known to this basin prior to the 1980s, but may be currently
absent due to increased development that has altered or reduced habitats and has increased human
activity. Sightings of either Coopers or Red-Shouldered Hawk should be reported to respective
associations. Bard Owl monitoring is recommended as a measure of forest habitat health.
*Golden-winged warbler (Special Concern)
A pronounced decline in Golden-winged warblers is evident on Kashagawigamog Lake that is directly
related to shoreline development and by the bird’s hybridization with blue-winged warblers.
Identification of this species is difficult requiring seasoned birders and experts, however, regular
monitoring and counts of this species is recommended as it is a direct and significant indicator of
shoreline health.
Mammals
Historically the Kashagawigamog Lake basin was noted as a very rich wildlife area that was especially
productive for game and fur bearing species. Early trapping and hunting reduced populations
significantly (see History notes), and recent development patterns have changed the available habitat
and movements of wildlife species, as noted by changing locations of den sites, forage areas, yards, and
movements of larger mammals.
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Moose and Deer

Figure 21. Estimated Deer and Moose Yards
ards in 2010

Moose are shy creatures staying away from areas of human activity
activity. They require large tracts of
undisturbed and variously dense forest h
habitats and with aquatic inclusions because they forage on both
terrestrial and aquatic vegetation.
White-tailed
tailed Deer require a large range of plant diversity as an important part of their habitat, as well as
adequate winter cover. They are somewhat adaptable
ble to human disturbance and presence.
The changes in forest cover and human activity or presence/development have resulted in movements
of both moose and deer yards in the basin. It is surprising, in fact, that moose are still found in the basin
given thee level of development and resulting habitat fragmentation. It is important to note the locations
and changes of deer and moose occurrences; moose as an indicator of in
in-tact
tact and pristine conditions;
and deer yards as an indication of sufficient and productive forest cover.
Black Bear
Black Bears occupy large territories, with connected habitats that provide a diversity of food, water,
cover (found in bottomlands or valley areas), escape and seclusion (larger undisturbed areas). Their
presence in the basin indicates that a network of undisturbed and productive habitats exists here. There
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are 5 known den sites in the basin. Corresponding territories are occupied throughout the year by
females and their cubs. No bears in the basin have been known to be nuisance bears. Landowners
practices are aligned with living with bears. Safe bear practices should be introduced to new residents to
limit the “creation” of nuisance bears. Casual monitoring is recommended as an indication of the
quantity, quality and connectivity of habitats.
**Little Brown and Big Brown Bats
Both bats inhabit wooded areas in Canada and southern and central Ontario. They roost in trees, caves,
sheds and attics. The Little Brown specifically roosts and feeds near or over open water. Both bats
forage in open areas and eat a variety of insects from mosquitoes, moths, flies and aquatic insects.
These Bats can eat three times their body weight in insects in one night. Their numbers have been
limited in recent years by lower numbers of areal insects, and which is exacerbated by filling in of
wetlands, insect spraying and growing levels of night lighting. They are experiencing a new phenomenon
called “white nose syndrome”; a fungus that has killed millions of bats and was detected in Bancroft in
March 2010. Reducing night lighting, maintaining wetlands and aquatic habitats, and installing bat boxes
or maintaining roosting trees is important for these populations. Also, monitoring and reporting of white
nose syndrome is requested by authorities.
Amphibians
Kashagawigamog Lake is home to an abundance of amphibians including salamanders, frogs and toads.
Amphibians rely on both upland and aquatic habitats and are highly sensitive to nutrient levels and
toxins because they respire through their skin. Central in the food web, amphibians are a significant
indicator of the overall health of an ecosystem. Most amphibians in Ontario rely on wetlands,
lakeshores, and vernal pools in forests as nurseries. Amphibians have declined over 50% globally in the
last 20 years due to increased pollution and habitat alteration and degradation.
*Western Chorus Frog (Threatened)
This frog is at its northern range limit in Haliburton. Able to survive being frozen, it is one of the first
frogs to emerge in the spring. They are found and breed in almost any fishless pond or water body and
usually or preferably in forests with seasonal ponds (vernal pools) with at least 10cm of water and some
emergent vegetation. They feed on small insects and invertebrates and are prey for a large number of
other animals and species. Its breeding song is identified as the sound of running a finger over a comb;
and they are more often heard than seen. Amphibian monitoring programs are available. Its presence in
this basin is related to the health of both the forest and water resources. Monitoring and reporting of
this species is recommended.
Reptiles at Risk
*Blanding’s Turtle (Threatened)
This turtle is “always smiling”. It has a high domed shell with a bright yellow neck and belly. Blanding’s
live in vegetated parts of lakes, rivers and wetlands containing thick aquatic vegetation. They overwinter
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in spring-fed floodplains, slow moving rivers or pools with muddy or loose substrates. They are a semiaquatic turtle spending half their time on land and traveling across distances. This region has 35% of the
Ontario population. Like other turtles, they face many threats including nest predation, climate change
(egg hatching and success, as well as gender is directly related to temperatures), mortality on roads, and
loss or destruction of wetlands (their primary habitats). Surprisingly only one observation of this turtle
was reported in the basin near the riparian wetland towards Soyers Lake. The presence of these species
would merit a designation of significance for wetlands where they are found. Observations of these
species should be reported to the LKO and respective agencies.
*Snapping Turtle (Special Concern)
Snapping Turtles may be found in almost any freshwater habitat but overall prefer slow moving water
and basins with soft bottoms for overwintering. Snapping turtles are important in maintaining water
quality and lake health as their primary diet consists of dead matter (detritus) found at the bottom of
the lake. The removal of this detritus keeps water oxygenated by decreasing the amount of oxygen that
would otherwise be removed from the water column to digest or assimilate these materials. As a toppredator in the water, the snapping turtle does not hunt or bite humans and moves swiftly out of the
way. However, on land the turtle relies on its “snap” for defence as it cannot hide in its shell. As all other
turtles threats are innumerable, however more than other turtles the snapping turtle is often
considered a “pest”, is feared, killed, or hunted (for bait or food). Monitoring is recommended as an
indication of productivity and biodiversity within the lake. Education on this species is recommended.
*Eastern Hog-Nosed Snake (Threatened)
This snake is a large bodied short snake that lays eggs. It is non-venomous and has an interesting
behaviour of mimicking a cobra and then playing dead when threatened. The Eastern Hog-Nosed Snake
has no teeth. It prefers sandy and well drained habitats in which to lay eggs and hibernate, and areas
near water to hunt frogs, toads and lizards. In the Kashagawigamog basin it is at its northern range limit,
and is found towards Grass Lake and along Gelert Road. It is often killed on roads where it basks, and by
humans mistaking its behaviour as an indication that it is venomous or harmful. Few areas remain that
harbour these species. It is a marvel that this lake and basin host such a dynamic reptile. It is important
to educate the public about this species and to monitor and protect its habitats. The presence of the
snake would support, if not encourage evaluations of nearby wetlands. Observations of these species
should be reported to the LKO and respective agencies.
Other species at risk and declining species have been reported. For details including habitat preferences
and identification see Schedule 3. These species are: Butternut (Endangered), American Ginseng
(Endangered), and Milksnake (Special Concern).
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Invasive species
The following are a list of invasive species reported as found in the lake basin, although documentation
is unclear. Reports are from first-hand observations from biologists in the area:
Upland
•

Garlic mustard- a biannual plant that dominates a forest floor- propagating both through roots
and millions of minute seeds. It is introduced through infill and on the tires of ATVs and
construction equipment.

Aquatic
•
•
•
•
•
•

Round goby
Eurasian water milfoil
Rusty crayfish
Purple loosestrife
Rock bass
Spiny water fleas

Each of these may be controlled by limiting introductions through washing of any visiting boats and
controlling dumping of bait fish from other areas; and which presence is exacerbated by fluctuating
water levels and warming of water.
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DEVELOPOMENT
EVELOPOMENT, AESTHETICS AND ENJOYMENT

Figure 22. Lot and Development Mapping

Kashagawigamog Lake crosses two municipalities: Dysart et al to the north-east
east basin and Minden Hills
to the south-west
west basin. The lake is accessed primarily by two main roads off Hwy 121, two secondary
roads from Gelert Road (County Road 1), and also has aircraft landing areas midway down the lake.
l
One
public boat launch, access through public boat launches on neighbouring lakes and access by ATV, foot
and snowmobile trails also exist. Three public beaches (two of which are actually open rightsrights of-ways)
exist on the lake. The shoreline is almos
almostt entirely in private ownership with those few existing rights of
ways. Kashagawigamog Lake has the oldest cottaging history in county and the highest development.
development In
1970 OMNR reports indicated that there were 349 cottages/residences in 1960s; 491 in 1975 with 14
resorts in operation. No crown or public lands exist in the basin. Reports for 2011 indicate that
development in all has doubled in the last 40 years and taking into account the footprint, density and
nature of development:
•

5 resorts (Wigamog Inn,
n, BonnieView Inn, Halimar, Kashaga Lodge, and Ingoldsby);
Ingoldsby)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

6 time-share developments (including housekeeping cottages) (Marcus Beach, Williams Landing,
Chandler Point, Chateau Woodlands, Ingoldsby);
2 camp grounds;
1 subdivision (Silver Beach);
11 commercial lots;
2 marinas;
624 cottages/residents;
 Cottages (RDU): 244 Minden/152 Dysart
 Residences (RD): 75 Minden/ 120 Dysart
 33 of unknown occupancy in Dysart
41 Vacant Lots

Boating
The lake experiences some of the highest boat traffic in the county, as it is accessed by residents,
visitors accessing the lake at resorts and through neighbouring lakes, and boat traffic launched from
public areas including the Rotary docks at Head Lake. Boating is a highly valued aspect on this lake (LKO
survey). However, there is concern over safe boating practices. Although it is difficult to estimate the
number and type of motorized boats on the lake, a general estimate of 600 boats weekly in peak
summer seasons has been derived from the numbers of residents, from additional boats docked in
marinas, and from estimates of weekly launches from public areas.
It is known that 2-stroke engines release more than 10 times the benzenes, toluene and sylenes and
more grease and oil than 4-stroke engines as well as 50% more carbon monoxide (60 times more than a
van would produce) (www.ec.gc.ca-science-sandemay00-article1_e.html ). Therefore a full assessment
of the types and numbers of boats on the lake would be advised to calculate their impact and a
promotional campaign to encourage the replacement of all 2-stroke engines is recommended. It is
known that the volume of traffic is high, and that boat wakes are an ongoing concern and aggravation to
sensitive shorelines, to bird nesting sites and nursery habitats. Boat wakes increase turbidity and churn
warm waters into lower levels of the basin. It is recommended that at narrows, shallows, and nursery
areas, boat speeds and wakes be reduced. Boats also introduce invasive species into the system, so that
visiting boats at public launches, and generally, educational communications should be provided to
offset these impacts. Public swimming areas should also be marked or flagged in some manner to
reduce public safety concerns. Much of the related noise is a qualitative parameter that can only be
measured and evaluated through public consultations.
Noise
Peace and tranquility is highly valued on Kashagawigamog Lake (LKO survey) however recreation and
boating are also highly valued. Therefore, this qualitative measure can only be assessed and addressed
through public consultation and communications.
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Night Lighting

Figure 23. General Night Lighting Interference Areas (Yellow-High; Green-Medium; Blue-Low; Black-None)
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Figure 24. High Resolution Night Sky Lighting Pollution

It is still possible to see the Milky Way in Haliburton County. This is one of the first points from when
travelling from southern Ontario where the view of these stars is possible.
The view of the night sky is highly valued according to the LKO survey. However, light pollution is on the
rise on the lake. Light at night adversely affects plant and animal species, human health and enjoyment
of the night sky. Human health is affected by night lighting because absolute darkness for a minimum 8hour period is required for people to properly reach rapid-eye-movement sleep and for optimal
metabolic and immune system function. Some studies have linked obesity in cities to the lack of
darkness at night. Furthermore, birds navigate and migrate using stars as guiding points; therefore night
lighting may disorient birds in flight. Trees and plants respire at night; night lighting restricts this
process weakening plants. Finally, flying insects that are an invaluable food source for birds, fish, bats
and other bugs, are attracted to night lights hovering around them until they reach exhaustion. Glow
bugs mate using light signals as a cue, therefore night lighting reduces the population of these beautiful
creatures. Finally, the idea that night lighting limits theft has been disproven.
Four known areas of excessive lighting are: At the north end of the lake by the Hospital and the
Independent and Curry Motors areas; The Wigamog Resort; and less extreme, but still concerning is the
street lighting in Ingoldsby. Beyond these areas however, widespread and careless outdoor lighting on
Kashagawigamog Lake is ever increasing with the most common shoreland lighting connected to houses,
garages, or docks. Most of the outdoor lighting around the lake, including at the extreme points, is
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poorly thought out: It is not aimed specifically and trespasses on other properties, most often lights are
not capped or covered increases ambient light and lighting the sky, the wattage is excessive for the
needs, and much of it is used for aesthetics or simply for comfort. Near shore lighting has the added
problem of creating a glare and reflecting across the water, increasing their impact and also disturbing
vision creating hazards for night boating. It is recommended that night lights are capped, that wattage is
reduced, that lights are aimed away from the water, that redundant lighting around houses and garages
are kept off or that sensors are used for all these areas. Night lighting bylaws may be considered, with a
model and precedent set by the town of Gravenhurst; also home to the first Night Sky Preserve in
Ontario.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Areas of sensitivity:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nurseries
Forage areas
Shallows
Spawning areas
Shorelines
Narrows

Concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boat wakes and speeds
Tree removal
Removal of shoreline vegetation and hardening of shorelines
Septic systems
Night lighting
Increased pavement and building footprints
Destruction of archaeological features
Large fluctuations in water levels especially low water levels

Results:








Trend towards nutrient enrichment,
Decline in water clarity,
Decline in cold water habitat,
Increase in warm water across the surface,
Change in fisheries abundance, diversity and distribution favouring warm water invasive species
and reducing productivity of forage areas
Barren zones in littoral areas-lack of vegetation but showing emergence of algae/slime
Notable erosion
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Archaeological features compromised

Next Steps
Landowners living on the lake have first-hand knowledge through their cultural and natural observations
of conditions and changes on the lake. This knowledge is invaluable to verify or enhance the information
herein. It also must be accounted and used to provide insight into management options and solutions.
This document will be shared with the Lake Association and available to anyone who wishes to view it. A
summary report-card will be delivered to lake residents with a request to attend public meetings.
Presentations will be made to outline the findings in this report, to verify information, glean new
information and to outline, evaluate and prioritize potential solutions.
Jurisdictional Management Areas
It is helpful to understand and communicate which jurisdictions are responsible for the various
abatement and management issues, or which may take responsibility for strategic actions. Generally,
the following bodies are responsible for the following issues or may take on the following actions:
(Note that additional actions and issues may be identified for each after consultation)
Landowners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shoreline management
Septic and waste management
Lawn and garden management
Habitat and forest cover management
Household and outdoor lighting
Boating practices and choices
Noise abatement

Lake Association:
•
•
•
•

•

Education and orientation for residents (and potentially for recreational users of the lake)
Monitoring of permits and practices
Monitoring and reporting of practices (shorelines, new builds, tree cover, and bait fish habitats)
Encouragement of stewardship campaigns (tree planting programs, shoreline restoration and
preservation programs, species monitoring, night lighting campaigns, other educational
campaigns as identified )
Wetland evaluations in partnerships with stakeholders and individuals

OMNR:
•
•

Fisheries management
Significant wetland conservation
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•
•

Game and At Risk species management
Identified and partnered monitoring and education programs

Municipal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shoreline tree bylaw enforcement
Tree cutting bylaw enforcement
Zoning controls
Building permits
Waste management
Landfill monitoring and management
Controls and management of municipal roads and properties

Health Unit:
•

Septic system approvals and inspections

Parks Canada:
•
•
•

Water level management
Navigational waterways management
Aquatic and avian species at risk management

Ontario Ministry of the Environment:
•
•
•

Spill response and abatement of spills
Landfill plans (closures)
Sewage Works Permits and Management
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SCHEDULE 1
DETAILS OF FIRST EUROPEAN SETTLERS
•

•

•

•

Charles Austin and his family settled at the narrows (originally called Austin’s narrows) near
Ingoldsby in 1858 having moved from Allsaw. Charles was a successful trapper and businessman
who traded goods with First Nations and was a most staunch defender of Natives1. In 1864 it
was Charles Austin whose efforts contributed to the building of the United church and the
school at Ingoldsby, the school being the first in Haliburton county
David Sawyer moved from Drag Lake to the south shore of Kashagawigamog Lake before moving
again further up the lake to Lot 1 and 2 Concession 5 adjacent to Minden boundary. He was the
first known settler in the Dysart area of the lake. His descendants, the Hollands made homes on
Lot 1, Concession 6. The Sawyers built birch bark canoes and traded fur.
In 1863, William Gainsforth, a Dutch soldier, took up residence on Lot 15 and 16, Concession 6,
now called Gainsforth Corner. Here he operated a trap line. But by 1872 he had 50 acres cleared
for pasturing and his residence which was known to be the “end of the line” at the lake, became
a drop-in house for local entertainment.
In 1863 the Parsonage family took up residence on Lot 1 Conc. 5, Dysart, and cleared 9 acres of
land, noting the `hardwoods of astounding size, prolific soil and the scenery is beautiful``. Their
lodge is still evident in the remaining foundation of the Birch Point Lodge.

In that same year (1863) an agricultural settlement was planned that collected families and drew new
settlers to the area.
•

•
•
•

In 1864 the first farm lots in the planned settlement were occupied by Richard Elstone
(occupying Lot 4, Conc. 6 and 7, of 66 acres- calling it Bankfort) and Charles Wastell; and the first
to begin a settlement at the northwest side of the lake, soon establishing what was to be the
first neighbourhood in Dysart and which extended to Head Lake. Families within this area
included the Elstones, Wastells, Hurds (occupying 7 farm lots between Minden and Dysart
before 1865) and the Hollands (descendants of the Sawyers) occupying the Deer Lodge lots with
Mary Holland noted as the first woman settler in Haliburton.
The Wigamog Inn is at the site of what later was the Gould Farm.
Jacob Pockett, an English farmer, established farming operations at Minden near the Dysart
boundary;
In 1864, Charles Stewart, agent for Emigration Company- cleared a large tract at the north end
of the lake near Grass Lake and including the area where the high school now sits.
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SCHEDULE 2
BREEDING BIRDS OF KASHAGAWIGAMOG LAKE BASIN
The following are probable and confirmed bird observations within the Kashagawigamog Lake basin
sourced from the Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas, Haliburton region 19, blocks 17PK88 and 17PK98. Those
marked with a single asterix are at risk and those with a double asterix are noted as declining:
Alder Flycatcher

Downy Woodpecker

*Ovenbird

Alder Flycatcher

*Eastern Bluebird

Pileated Woodpecker

American Bittern

Eastern Kingbird

Pine Siskin

*American Black Duck

Eastern Meadowlark

Pine Warbler

American Crow

Eastern Phoebe

Purple Finch

American Goldfinch

Eastern Wood-Pewee

Red-breasted Nuthatch

American Kestrel

European Starling

Red-eyed Vireo

American Redstart

Evening Grosbeak

**Red-shouldered Hawk

American Robin

Field Sparrow

Red-tailed Hawk

American Woodcock

Golden-crowned Kinglet

Red-winged Blackbird

*Bald Eagle

*Golden-winged Warbler

Rock Pigeon

**Barn Swallow

Gray Catbird

**Rose-breasted Grosbeak

Barred Owl

Gray Jay

Ruby-throated Hummingbird

**Belted Kingfisher (declining in
Kashagawigamog Lake)
Black-and-white Warbler

Great Blue Heron

Ruffed Grouse

**Great Crested Flycatcher

Rusty Blackbird

Blackburnian Warbler

Great Horned Owl

Savannah Sparrow

Black-capped Chickadee

Hairy Woodpecker

**Scarlet Tanager

Black-throated Blue Warbler

Hermit Thrush

Sharp-shinned Hawk

Black-throated Green Warbler

Hooded Merganser

Song Sparrow

Blue Jay

House Sparrow

Swamp Sparrow

Blue Jay

*Indigo Bunting

Tree Swallow

*Bobolink

Killdeer

Turkey Vulture

Broad-winged Hawk

Least Flycatcher

Veery

Brown Creeper

Lincoln's Sparrow

Vesper Sparrow

Brown Thrasher

Magnolia Warbler

Virginia Rail

Brown-headed Cowbird

Mallard

Warbling Vireo

Canada Goose

Marsh Wren

*Whip-poor-will
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*Canada Warbler

Merlin

White-breasted Nuthatch

Cedar Waxwing

Mourning Dove

White-throated Sparrow

Chestnut-sided Warbler

Mourning Warbler

White-winged Crossbill

Chipping Sparrow

Nashville Warbler

Wild Turkey

**Cliff Swallow

Northern Cardinal

Willow Flycatcher

Common Grackle

Northern Flicker

Winter Wren

Common Loon

Northern Goshawk

Wood Duck

Common Merganser

Northern Rough-winged Swallow

Wood Thrush

*Common Nighthawk

Northern Saw-whet Owl

Yellow Warbler

Common Raven

Northern Waterthrush

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher

Common Snipe

*Olive-sided Flycatcher

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker

Common Yellowthroat

Osprey

Yellow-rumped Warbler

**Cooper's Hawk
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SCHEDULE 3- ADDITIONAL SPECIES AT RISK DETAILS
*Butternut-(Endangered)
This medium sized tree looks very similar to black walnut with and its fruit of one oblong nut or seed. In
Haliburton it is at its northern range limit. It is a short lived tree as it is affected by a butternut canker;
and its sees have low viability because of insect damage or lack of pollination. Butternut grows in a large
range of soil types that are well drained and requires sun (intolerant of shade). It is associated with
basswood and beech, white ash, sugar maple. Forest conversion in addition to other threats poses a risk
to this species.
*American Ginseng- (Endangered)
This long-lived herb bears red berries and is noted for its whorl of compound and jagged-edged leaves. It
requires rich moist mature sugar maple dominated forests, with soils that are circumneutral (often over
limestone or marble). Ginseng often grows on south facing slopes. Threats to ginseng include habitat
loss (from clearing and logging activities) as well as from harvesting.
*Milksnake (special concern)
These are non-venomous snakes who eat an abundance of small mammals and birds but especially
mice. They are often mistaken for rattlesnakes because of hissing sound when threatened, but which is
produced through their mouths rather than tales. These snakes like a variety of habitats including fields,
swamps and open woodlands. They hibernate in dense forest cover; around barns, sheds and houses.
They are an egg-laying snake. Their presence here, noted along the eastern roadway, increases the
cultural richness of this Lakeland community.
**Northern Flying Squirrels (not listed, but declining)
These Squirrels occupy the same places as Pileated Woodpeckers and Red Squirrels within our forests.
They all prefer dense coniferous or mixed forest habitats with large mast trees, snags, and fallen trees
for food and nest cavities. Flying Squirrels are secondary cavity nesters occupying holes made by the
Pileated Woodpecker. The squirrel feeds on acorns, nuts, and insects. Northern Flying Squirrels are
limited by available food more than forest structure, and so may be declining in the basin due to forest
lower production of acorns and nuts in recent years (Ransome, 86).
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